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LINCOLNSHIRE ENERGY FROM WASTE
NORTH HYKEHAM, LINCOLNSHIRE
MSE WALL—DIRECT BRIDGE ABUTMENT
Product: MacRes® PARAWEB®
Problem
Lincolnshire’s new state of the art Energy from Waste
recycling plant at North Hykeham Lincoln is built on a low
lying brown-field site with a high local water table.
This high ground water level meant that the huge waste
tipping hall had to be sited at first floor level rather than in at
the usual ground floor level. Consequently a vehicular access
ramp was required to allow the constant stream of 40 tonne
waste delivery wagons to the tipping hall.
With a ramp height of 6.0m to the first floor tipping hall deck
and a maximum gradient of 1 in 10 the access ramp needed
to be approximately 60m in length. Restricted space around
the site meant that a long straight ramp with conventional
low-angle side slopes could not be provided.

Solution
Consulting engineers, Arup, devised a curved double sided
access ramp formed of opposing vertical walls of Maccaferri
MacRes® concrete retaining wall panels. These were to be
tied together using PARAWEB® geosynthetic reinforcement
strapping to form a reinforced soil structure similar in principle
to that of a motorway bridge ramp construction.

During construction

The MacRes® structure also supports the bankseat to a
bridge section at the head of the ramp and immediately
adjacent to the tipping hall access portal.
Main contractor CNIM/Clugston JV brought in Maccaferri
Construction who provided an indemnified design, supply and
construction contract for the ramp installation.

Product
PARAWEB® is a BBA Roads and Bridges Certified
geosynthetic strapping manufactured by Linear Composites
(a Maccaferri sister company) specifically intended for use
with panel faced reinforced soil systems. The PARAWEB®
elements are placed in the ground between successive layers
of compacted fill and connected to the concrete facing
panels.

During construction
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After construction

The strength of the PARAWEB® geosynthetic reinforcement
is adjusted to suit the design loads. This makes the system
simple to construct as the standard concrete panels all have
the same number of connection points. This optimises the
efficiency of the structure and allows the construction of very
tall walls capable of withstanding high loads.
There are clear engineering benefits in the use of polymer
reinforcement over traidtional steel strapping. Rather than
increasing or reducing the spacing to change the
reinforcement strength as you would with steel, different
strengths of polymer strapping can be incorporated to
increase the capacity. On the Lincoln project the strapping
strengths varied from 27kN to 63kN.
The MacRes® concrete facing panels are 1500mm x
1500mm x 170mm thick and are factory cast in steel moulds.
A smooth ex-mould finish was specified for the project but
textured,low relief face patterns can also be supplied. The
unpigmented panels are steel reinforced and have integral
lifting eyes and strapping connection loops cast into each
unit. The 69.0m external radius and 45.0m internal radius
facing walls were created using standard flat panels carefully
placed to form gently facetted curves.

After construction
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